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The Ritual

======General Information.

-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND ASK ANY QUESTIONS THERE MAY BE! WE
POST EARLY SO WE HAVE TIME TO UPDATE AND ANSWER. THE RITUAL
WILL ALSO BE REPOSTED IN SOME DAYS, TO ENSURE NO-ONE WILL MISS
THIS!

-Purpose of this Ritual is: To destroy the jewish leaders that guide the jewish race,
so that all jews are destroyed.

- Link to Sigil: http://satanismgr.webs.com/ritualpics/jewishleaderssigil.png

- For our people who do not have space, do the Ritual as instructed in your astral
temple and be creative in this. Do not let the lack of space stop you. For vibrating
the Runes, you can even go to the bathroom or a small walk somewhere [make
sure it’s safe].

- Keep your energies high before the Ritual and keep your meditation schedule up.
Make  sure  to  keep  up  until  the  working  is  over  as  this  is  most  powerful  and
commendable.

- Be aware that you may get attacked during the working. Never stop- as a Warrior
of Satan, keep on it and take any attack as proof of the working causing pain. This
includes all kinds of bullshit thoughts which need be ignored.

- The best date for the working is the 13th, although there is no real excuse in that
someone will not participate as the Ritual is being posted now so people can see
how it is going to be and arrange things.

-  The  Ritual/Working  will  be  made  easy  so  everyone  can  do  this,  new  and
advanced.

-  If any day is lost [better NOT let this happen], fill in to the next day.

- Know the beings we target have been under protection so it’s likely the first days,
you may not be feeling quite well the energies are going at their place. This is high
unlikely  as  we  have  many  people-  butI  point  this  out  for  anyone  who  might
experience this.

http://satanismgr.webs.com/ritualpics/jewishleaderssigil.png
https://groups-archive.org/viewtopic.php?t=54885


- One note, the jews are already on a worst situation. What we do here is actually
sealing a ‘bye bye’ working. The workings have taken their toll. We will not stop until
nothing of them remains- nothing.
Stopping or ‘chilling’ before this and we will face demise and numerous problems. 
The Gods never stopped, neither will we. We have superiority, realize this, but do
not get carried away.

- If you find yourself over attacked, I will include an optional step you can do to get
rid yourself of filth. This can also be done every day with your meditations.

-For the days of the working (after the ritual day which counts as day one of the
working) if you can,time your magick with the hours of Mars or Saturn.

- The Sigil included is not mandatory to use. It will serve nicely as a focus. You can
use your visualization and imagine it hitting the souls of the enemy leaders.

- All instructed below can also be done in the form of balls of energy, directed to the
enemy. If someone wants it that way, they can do this instead of what is mentioned.

- On the part of the Ritual Declaration, tune in your mind and feel as if you are a link
in the chain with all your Brothers and Sisters in Satan and all the Gods of Hell
themselves. This is optional but every little bit counts.

===========THE RITUAL:

The ‘body’ of the Ritual will be as the Standard Ritual. The difference is, the prayer
will be different andat the height of the Ritual, you will vibrate the Runes, either on
the  Sigil  and  then  burn  it,  or  right  away  to  the  enemies.  For  new people,  it’s
suggested to use no sigil.

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html

Start  the  Ritual  as  instructed  and invoke our  4  Crowned Princes,  Satan,  Bael,
Astaroth and Azazel.

Then proceed to the prayer.

Ritual Prayer: [You can customize this, but do not stray from the meaning and leave
the  Ritual  Declaration  phrase INTACT as  to  create  the necessary  link  with  our
Brothers and Sisters doing the Ritual]

Father Satan, Father of my Soul, I come before you this important day you have
called me to fight in your Army, for a higher and holy purpose. Satan hear my voice
for my words are a covenant and a truthful promise.

I, as a Son/Daughter of yours proclaim that I will follow your will and fight the jewish
race until they are all destroyed, ALL OF THEM, for they are my enemies as they

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Ritual.html


are yours. Cursed be their souls, cursed be their existence, cursed be everything
that protects them and glorified be only you! Father Satan, share some of your
power with me so we can fulfil what we are here to fulfil. Members of our family are
all over the world calling in your name and your providence, as to give the enemy
what they rightfully deserve. Death, anguish and permanent destruction.

We will all attack their leadership. As they try to attack ours, we will annihilate theirs
and  together  their  putrid  Race.  CURSED  BE  THEIR  LEADERS,  THEIR
ECONOMICAL LEADERS,  SPIRITUAL LEADERS,  THOSE  WHO  GUIDE  AND
HAVE BEEN GUIDING THIS PUTRID RACE, CURSED BE THEIR SOULS, AND
ALL THEIR THOUGHTS AND CHOICES GUIDED TO THE DESTRUCTION AND
DEATH OF THEIR RACE AND THEIR TOTAL END!

[Ritual Declaration→]:

“All the jewish leaders whose decisions are guiding the fate of the jewish race are
permanently andf ully destroyed.

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.”

SATAN, GIVE US ALL THE POWER AND GUIDE US TO THE RIGHTFUL AGE OF
YOUR WILL!HAIL SATAN!!!!

HAIL HITLER!!!!

HAIL [Your Guardian Demon]!!!

HAIL ALL OUR GODS AND FAMILY!!!!

SIEG HEIL!!!!!!

After you are done with the Ritual Prayer, you can drink from your chalice.

This is where you will focus on the sigil, or just the jewish state or whatever you feel
is ‘fit’ to focus if not the sigil. You can also, if you are using the sigil, apply blood on
the part  around where the Runes are and this  will  further  boost  the power,  as
Instructed by HP Vovim Baghie. This is not necessary for new people and it should
only be 2 or 4 little drops of blood.

Place the Sigil upon the Altar or Focus on the thought of the jewish leaders getting
destroyed and taking on their race with them.

http://satanismgr.webs.com/ritualpics/jewishleaderssigil.png

*Now you can loudly affirm: All the jewish leaders whose decisions are guiding the
fate of the jewish  race are permanently and fully destroyed.

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.

http://satanismgr.webs.com/ritualpics/jewishleaderssigil.png


Before proceeding with the Runes, vibrate AUM 9 times to ‘open’ the working of
vibration.

Now to start vibrating the Runes:

NOTE: [The numbers of vibrations range from 9 and it multiplies for each Rune
[number  of  destruction  /  endings],  13  –  number  of  this  day  that  is  powerful  in
regards to this, 40 – Number of Satan, 108 for a full working number. Make sure to
retain focus during the vibration. The number you will do each day after the working
is not affected by this number. For instance, you might choose 40 for the Ritual and
on the next 90 days, do just 9 vibrations. If you choose to do 13, you can do 13 only
on this Friday and then proceed with the other numbers that you chose. 13 is only
for Friday. The other days need be on other numbers]

So, starting:

HAGALAZ RUNE

- Hagalaz is vibrated: 
Vibrate the Rune intensively for how many times you have chosen, each vibration
intensifying the negative energy on the sigil  or inside the souls of these enemy
leaders.

After you are done, affirm either 1 or 9 times: “The energies of the Rune HAGALAZ
are right now and permanently destroying all the leaders of the jewish race. Their
decisions totally and permanently  destroying themselves and the jewish race of
people.”

Now you will proceed to the next Rune:

THURISAZ RUNE

- Thurisaz is vibrated:
TTTTTTTHHHHHHHHHHHHUUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRRRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISSSSSSSS
SSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZZZZZ ZZZZZZZZZ
Vibrate the Rune intensively for how many times you have chosen, each vibration
intensifying the negative energy on the sigil and the power of the Rune therein or
inside the souls of these enemy leaders.

After you are done, affirm either 1 or 9 times: “The energies of the Rune THURISAZ
are right now and permanently destroying all the leaders of the jewish race. Their
decisions totally and permanently  destroying themselves and the jewish race of
people.”

Now you will proceed to the next Rune [A little different affirmation]:

ISA RUNE



-Isa is vibrated:
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISSSSSSSSSSSSSSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Focus intensively on the sigil or inside the souls of the enemy leaders that guide the
jewish race, but now imagine that in all  your inhales the sigil  or them are being
filled, full in grey energy and full in total chaos energy.

Vibrate the Rune intensively for how many times you have chosen, each vibration
intensifying the negative energy on the sigil  or inside the souls of these enemy
leaders.

Now to finally seal the Ritual.

*******Now the next step, for those using a sigil:

Write on the back the Ritual Declaration:

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.”

Vibrate 9 times AUM and now you are done.

********Now for the next step, for those who are not using the sigil,

Affirm the Ritual Declaration:

Their choices and decisions destroy totally the jewish Race, now and forever.”

Vibrate 9 times AUM and now you are done.

Close with a big and proud,HAIL SATAN !!!!!!!!!!!!

************Summing up the steps.

===For those using the Sigil.

1. Start the Standard Ritual as instructed.

2. On the height of the Ritual, write the prayer and burn it. [Make sure to leave the
Ritual  Declaration  INTACT,  as  this  creates  the  necessary  psychic  link  with  our
Family who is doing the Ritual]

3. Vibrate AUM x9 times.

4. Vibrate the Runes and charge the Sigil, affirm and program the energy. If you
chose so, apply blood on the runes.

5. Write on the back of the Sigil the Ritual declaration.



6. Burn the sigil and as the Sigil burns, or after the sigil has burned, vibrate AUM x9
times.

7. Close the Ritual.

===For those not using the Sigil or in astral temple.

1. Start the Ritual as instructed.

2. At the height of the Ritual, recite the prayer and when done, recite the Ritual
Declaration part.

3. Vibrate AUM x9 times.

4. Focus on the souls of the enemies or simply raise the energies of the runes and
program these with their affirmations.

5. Vibrate AUM x9 times.

6. Recite the Ritual declaration.

7. Close the Ritual.
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